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About Diane H. Leonard, GPC

• Grant Professional Certified (GPC)
• Owner, DH Leonard Consulting & Grant

Writing Services, LLC
• Approved Trainer, Grant Professionals

Association
• Began career as Program Officer
• Over $43 million awarded for clients
• Runner and coffee drinker



Goal for Today

To increase your understanding of how storytelling is a key
element of successful grant writing just as it is in other
aspects of fundraising.

To provide foundational knowledge in how to tell a story in a
grant application.



What We Will Cover Today:

I. Grants and Storytelling

II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers

III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

V. Storytelling in Online Applications

VI. Discussion & Takeaways



I. Grants and Storytelling

Do grants allow you to tell a story to your reviewer?



I. Grants and Storytelling

Grant writing is not an artistic exercise
in creative writing.



I. Grants and Storytelling

Grant writing is NOT about telling a tale of woe
and the need for help for the target audience.



I. Grants and Storytelling

Yet grant writing IS about connecting to human emotion
so reviewers advocate for your proposal.



I. Grants and Storytelling

“People give to people, not proposals.”®

- Heather Stombaugh, GPC, CFRE, Just Write Solutions

www.justwrite-solutions.com



I. Grants and Storytelling

VS



I. Grants and Storytelling

“But by telling stories, we can connect donors to the emotional
experiences associated with the issues our organizations are
trying to solve…”
- Vanessa Chase Lockshin, The Storytelling Nonprofit

www.thestorytellingnonprofit.com



I. Grants and Storytelling

How would you describe your
work as an elevator pitch to a key
stakeholder? Or at a cocktail party
to a new major donor?

What do you include in your
relationship building talking
points? Is that coming through in
your application?



I. Grants and Storytelling

For all grant applications:

Ask yourself are you over utilizing
the same language throughout the
proposal? Is your word choice the
most powerful possible?

Don’t be dull! You’ll lose your
reviewer’s attention!



I. Grants and Storytelling

For all grant applications:

Without overwriting the piece, is
there a more compelling and
engaging way to say the same thing?

Instead of a large difference, is it
significant? Instead of we hope to,
we will?



I. Grants and Storytelling

Key Takeaways

• Storytelling in grant applications allows us to engage the
reviewers

• Engaged reviewers advocate for grant proposals

• Your grant applications need to tell the same compelling stories
as the rest of your organization’s materials



II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers



II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers

It is critical to understand the motivation behind the creation of
the funding opportunity by the grantmaker as it will change how

you tell your story.



II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers

What Your Organization Is/What It Does Is The Same…

A. Clear Identification of Need

B. SMART Goals and Objectives

C. Measurement Plan



II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers

BUT to be Competitive…the way you present the story to the
grantmaker may need to be different.



II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers

…Because…

Foundation funding
focuses on connection and
alignment of mission
between the organization
and funder and the impact
of the hands-on program.



II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers

…Because…

Government funding
opportunities exist to address
policy goals and are therefore
focused on connection to
governmental policy whether
economic, health, education,
international aid, etc.



II. Why You Customize Your Story for Grantmakers

Key Takeaways

• Grantmakers have different reasons for making grants available.

• Those motivations influence the review and recommendations
of their decision makers.

• Your story about your work needs to engage the different types
and motivations of grantmakers.



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals



III. Storytelling in Foundation Proposals

Key Elements That Vary

• Who Are Your Reviewers
• What Is the Review Process
• Statistics & Client Stories
• Project Description
• Budget



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Who Are Your Reviewers?

Staff?

Board Members?

Grantmaking Committee?



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

What is the Review Process?

Panel presentation?

Site visit?

Scoring rubric?

Unclear?



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Statistics & Client Stories
What story do your statistics tell?

Are you giving regional or national
context to your local statistics?

Are you narratively citing your
statistics?

What images do they conjure for
your reviewers?



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Statistics & Client Stories

• Client stories can connect the dots for reviewers and provide
emotional context for the work being done

• Client stories when used carefully can engage your reviewer
so the don’t want to put the story (application) down

• You want to appeal to the reviewer’s sense so the want to
advocate for you when they are done reading



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Statistics & Client Stories

Fine balancing act between
losing the reviewer in too
many details of a story,
versus adding impact and
understanding with a short
client success story or
typical client description.



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Statistics & Client Stories



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Project Description

Presentation of the Story

Try and control the reading of your story by using headings and
mirroring the question

As opposed to…
One long flowing narrative



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Project Description

Sample Workplan for Proposal:



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Budget



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Budget



III. Storytelling for Foundation Proposals

Key Takeaways

• Use restraint in sharing client stories and profiles

• Balance at least equally with statistics about your target
population and community

• Consider ways you can make complicated project and budget
information easier for reviewers to



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Key Elements that Vary

• Who Are Your Reviewers
• What Is the Review Process
• Statistics & Client Stories
• Project Description
• Budget



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Who Are Your Reviewers?

Agency/Department Staff?

Peer Reviewers?

Regional Economic Development
Committee Members?



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

What is the Review Process?

Staff then regional committee?

Peer review then staff?

Scoring rubric?

Unclear?



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Statistics & Client Stories

• Comparatively what is the worst about your area to other
geographies? Better?

• Clearly and accurately cite, or more typically footnote, all
sources.



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Statistics & Client Stories

• Client stories are not necessarily the right tone/voice
within such a formal proposal

• Very difficult to do without sacrificing space to answer a
key element that is needed to score all the available
points

• Instead of single client story, you may consider a
theoretical description of the target population



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Project Description: Work Plan



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Project Description: Work Plan



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Budget



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Budget



IV. Storytelling for Government Proposals

Key Takeaways

• Use restraint in sharing client stories and profiles

• Provide significantly more statistics about your target
population and community than stories

• Don’t let the rigid structure and forms prevent you from
stepping back to consider the story of the individual
components and the story as a whole



V. Storytelling in Online Applications



V. Storytelling in Online Applications

Within the framework of the
online application system and
required questions…

Did you answer the basic
questions?



V. Storytelling in Online Applications

A true story from Kim Tso, GPC:

www.velocityink.com



V. Storytelling in Online Applications

• A free form narrative was
submitted as a concept
paper after initial
discussion with a funder



V. Storytelling in Online Applications

• Funder said: “That they loved
it!”

• “Just” put it into our online
form. Don’t “worry” about the
question headings. Take the
concept paper and lay it out
within the online form.



V. Storytelling in Online Applications

• Once submitted via the online
application, the funder had
questions about the content

• Funder said that in the online
format, the proposal “lost
something”



V. Storytelling in Online Applications



V. Storytelling in Online Applications



V. Storytelling in Online Applications



V. Storytelling in Online Applications

Key Takeaways

• You lose control over how you present the story in online
applications

• Each element on its own needs to be stronger than in
documents you control and prepare

• You can never guarantee how a reviewer will see or review an
online application



VI. Discussion & Takeaways



VI. Discussion & Takeaways

Key Takeaways

• Carefully consider your language for each grantmaker

• Storytelling in grants is about how all the elements fit together

• Plan to have your story resonate with a variety of reviewer
backgrounds/preferences



VI. Discussion & Takeaways

Key Takeaways

• Selectively utilize client stories only where it adds to the story

• Never underestimate what a key part of the story your budget
and budget justification is

• Control the presentation of your story when possible given the
grant application formatting requirements or submission system



Q&A

VI. Discussion & Takeaways



VI. Discussion & Takeaways

Resources:

Nonprofit Storytelling Field Guide & Journal

Storytelling for Grant Seekers, by Cheryl A. Clarke

The Storytelling Nonprofit, by Vanessa Chase Lockshin



Connect With Me!
Twitter: @dianehleonard

@dhleonardgrants

Facebook: DH Leonard Consulting

LinkedIn: Diane H. Leonard, GPC
DH Leonard Consulting

Google+: DH Leonard Consulting

Instagram: @dianehleonard
@dhleonardgrants

YouTube: DH Leonard Consulting



Questions

Think of a question afterward?

Email Diane at
diane@dhleonardconsulting.comQ&A



Feedback

Please don’t forget to complete your evaluation form!


